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3 Data Types

This chapter explains data types in the KornShell.

If You 're  N ew  to  Program m ing  . . .  

Every variable holds a value. The data type of a variable specifies the kind of values
that the variable is allowed to hold. That is, a variable with a certain data type can
hold only certain kinds of data. If you assign the wrong kind of data to a variable,
the KornShell will issue an error.

If you don't explicitly declare the data type of a variable, the KornShell automat-
ically assumes that the variable has the string data type. A string variable can hold
zero or more letters, numbers, punctuation marks, white spaces, tabs, or newlines.
For example, here are eight different string values:

elephant
Q
Cat in the Hat
/usr/users/einstein
537
8.2
^#@2Y
Call me at 555-1212

A string is the least restrictive data type. A string variable can hold any sort of
value. The KornShell won't issue an error message even if you assign something
bizarre to a string variable. The vast majority of variables used in KornShell scripts
have the string data type. For this reason, most beginners need only a cursory under-
standing of data types.

The integer data type indicates that a variable can hold only an integer value. If
you intend to use a certain variable in mathematical calculations, you should con-
sider declaring it as an integer data type. If you're a little rusty on math, let me
remind you that an integer is a number without a fractional (decimal) part. (Num-
bers with fractional parts are called real numbers.) For example, the following num-
bers are integers:

8      537        -9000        125
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but the next group are real numbers:

8.2    537.914    —9000.529    125.0

The float data type indicates that a variable can hold any kind of number, includ-
ing real numbers. Older versions of the KornShell do not provide a float data type,
but KornShell 93 does. 

By the way, did you notice that 537 appears as an example of both an integer and
a string? Remember: A string variable can hold any sort of values, even integers and
real numbers. 

Another data type, the array, is a collection of values, where each value has the
same data type. For example, you could create an array of integers or an array of
strings. Each value in the collection is stored in a separate cell. That is, the array is
made up of multiple cells, each cell containing one value. Each cell is numbered. The
first string value is stored in array cell number 0, the second string value is stored in
array cell number 1, and so on. Because the cells are numbered, you can easily store
and retrieve specific values. An array is a great place to store related information. For
example, Table 3-1 illustrates an array that holds city names in France. The first cell
of the array, cell number 0, holds the value Paris, the second cell holds the value Aix
en Provence, and so on. This array consists of five cells.

Table 3-1. An Array Is a Way of Organizing Related Information

Finally, you can specify constants. A constant is like a variable in that each has a
name and each holds a value. However, unlike a true variable, the value of a constant
can never change. You assign a value to a constant when you declare it, and from that
point on, you cannot change its value.

If You 're  an  E x perienced  Program m er . . .

Programming in many compiled high-level languages is, to a large extent, an exer-
cise in declaring data types and then using them correctly. By contrast, most shell
scripting languages don't support any data types.

Programming in the KornShell falls somewhere between these two extremes.
That is, the KornShell supports some data types; however, you usually do not have

Cell number String value stored in this cell

     0 Paris

     1 Aix en Provence

     2 Biarritz

     3 Nice

     4 Marseilles
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to explicitly declare the data type of any variable before using it. Good data type dec-
laration can make your KornShell scripts run faster. 

As an experienced programmer, you probably have certain expectations about
data types. Please be warned that KornShell data types do not always work the same
as data types in other high-level languages. In fact, data types in the KornShell have
a certain laissez-faire edge to them. For example, in a KornShell script, you can declare
a variable as an integer and then change the data type, mid-script, into a string.

The KornShell supports the following three fundamental data types:

• Strings

• Integers

• Floats

By default, all variables are strings. In other words, if you do not specify the data
type of a particular variable, the KornShell implicitly types it as a string. KornShell
strings are a little different from strings you may be familiar with in other program-
ming languages. For example, in the KornShell, you can do mathematical operations
on strings. You do not ordinarily specify the length of a string when you declare it,
so KornShell strings can be of arbitrary length. Chapter 13 describes several string
attributes; for example, you can specify that a string cannot contain any uppercase let-
ters or that a string is always right-justified.

The KornShell provides an integer data type and a float data type. Unlike the C
programming language, the KornShell does not provide various lengths of integers
or floats. For example, in the C programming language, you can specify short or long
ints; in the KornShell, you can only specify one length (integer). In the C program-
ming language, you can declare single or double floats; in the KornShell, only floats.
The KornShell stores all integer variables in 32 bits and all float variables as double-
precision values on your system (usually 64 bits). Nevertheless, the KornShell does
offer something called type attributes that have no true parallel in the C programming
language.    

As in most high-level languages, the KornShell supports arrays. You can create
arrays of strings (the default), arrays of integers, or arrays of floats. Arrays can have
numerical subscripts or string subscripts. Arrays with string subscripts are called
associative arrays. Unlike most high-level compiled languages, you do not specify
the number of elements in the array. 

By default, all variables are global; however, it is possible to declare a local vari-
able within a KornShell function (see Chapter 10).
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Declaring Strings

By default, every variable has the string data type. That is, unless you tell the Korn-
Shell otherwise, every variable that you use in your script is automatically consid-
ered a string. In the following script, the variables letter, sentiment, book,
numerical_string, and phone_message are all strings, simply because you don't
declare them. See Chapter 13 for more details on string attributes.

Executing This Script

$ decl_string.ksh
Here are some string values:
A, always, Cat in the Hat, 537, Call me at 555-1212
Enter anything -- concrete noun
Here is another string: concrete noun

USAGE="usage: decl_string.ksh" # how to declare strings

# Assign values to five different string variables.
 letter="A"
 sentiment="always"
 book="Cat in the Hat"
 numerical_string="537"
 phone_message="Call me at 555-1212"

 print "Here are some string values: "
 print "$letter, $sentiment, $book, $numerical_string, $phone_message"

 print -n "Enter anything -- "
 read z
 print "Here is another string: $z"

# For clarity, you can explicitly declare a variable as a string with 
# the typeset statement.
 typeset st
 st=$z    
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Declaring Integers

You can declare an integer variable in either of the following equivalent ways:

typeset -i variable_name

integer variable_name

The following script explores the integer data type.

Executing This Script

$ decl_int.ksh
y = 100
x = 150
x = Cat in the Hat

What's the difference between y (the integer) and x (the string)? Basically, y can
hold only a collection of digits, but x can hold any character. On the other hand,
doing math with y is faster than doing math with x. (Chapter 4 details math.) So, a
rule of thumb is to declare a variable as an integer if you intend to use this variable’s
value in integer math operations. Otherwise, let the variable stay a string.

USAGE="usage: decl_int.ksh" # how to declare integers

 integer y      # declare variable y as an integer
 y=100          # assign an integer value to variable y
 print "y = $y" # output the value of variable y

# Now that y is an integer, you cannot assign a string value to it. 
# y="Cat in the Hat"   # will usually cause an error

# Put an integer value into a string variable.
 x=150          # x is a string because you didn’t declare it otherwise 
 print "x = $x"
 x="Cat in the Hat"  # okay to assign non-numerical value to x 
 print "x = $x"       
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Binary, Octal, Hex, and So On

By default, when you specify an integer value, the KornShell assumes that the value
is in base 10. To specify a different integer base, use the following syntax:

base#value

where base is a number between 2 and 64, inclusive. For example, here are values in
a few different common bases:

2#11010001    # base 2 (binary) value
8#73425173    # base 8 (octal) value
16#FA79B029   # base 16 (hexadecimal) value

By default, the KornShell outputs integer values in base 10. To get the KornShell
to use a different base when outputting a variable, declare the variable with the fol-
lowing syntax:

typeset -ibase variable

where base is a number between 2 and 64 inclusive. 

Executing This Script

$ base.ksh
Enter an integer: 125
Translated into base 2, 125 is 2#1111101
Translated into base 8, 125 is 8#175
Translated into base 16, 125 is 16#7d

$ base.ksh   # notice on next line that user inputs a binary value 
Enter an integer: 2#11011 
Translated into base 2, 2#11011 is 2#11011 
Translated into base 8, 2#11011 is 8#33 
Translated into base 16, 2#11011 is 16#1b

USAGE="usage: base.ksh" # integers in different bases
 typeset -i   x      # declares x as a base 10 integer (default)
 typeset -i2  y      # declares y as a base 2 (binary) integer
 typeset -i8  z      # declares z as a base 8 (octal) integer
 typeset -i16 h      # declares h as a base 16 (hexadecimal) integer

 print -n "Enter an integer: "
 read x
# Note the absence of dollar signs in front of variable names on
# the following line. This works only when all four variables are
# explicitly declared.
 h=z=y=x  # assign the value of x to y, z, and h
 print "Translated into base 2, $x is $y"
 print "Translated into base 8, $x is $z"
 print "Translated into base 16, $x is $h"    
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Declaring Floats

A variable declared as a float can hold a real number. To declare a variable as a
float, use one of the following syntaxes:

typeset -En variable_name

typeset -Fn variable_name

float variable_name

The first syntax tells the KornShell to print n significant digits when printing the
value of variable_name. The second syntax tells the KornShell to print n digits past the
decimal point when printing the value of variable_name. The third syntax provides no
output precision control. By the way, your choice of -E or -F will modify the behav-
ior of the printf statement (see Chapter 10).   

Executing This Script

$ decl_float.ksh
r = 8.482561
s = 8.483
t = 8.4826
t = 8.482561000

You can use scientific notation to represent a floating-point number; for
example:

float x=6.27E6     # assign 6270000 to x
float y=3.781E-4   # assign 0.0003781 to y

USAGE="usage: decl_float.ksh" # how to declare floats

# Declare r as a float.
 float r=8.482561  
 print "r = $r"   

# Declare s as a float that displays 4 significant digits.
 typeset -E4 s=8.482561
 print "s = $s"

# Declare s as a float that displays 4 digits past the decimal point
 typeset -F4 t=8.482561
 print "t = $t"

# You can change the output precision at any time. 
# Changing the output precision to 9 causes trailing zeros to be printed.
 typeset -F9 t     
 print "t = $t"     
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Declaring Constants

You can initialize a variable when you declare it; for example: 

int x=7  # declare x as an integer and set x’s starting value as 7
float j=4.2  # declare j as a float and set j’s starting value as 4.2

The 7 and the 4.2 are only initial values; you can change these values later in the
script. However, in many cases, the initial value should never change. For example,
suppose you declare:

float pi=3.14159

It would be a bad idea to change the value of pi later in the script. Fortunately, the
KornShell lets you mark pi or any other variable as a constant. A constant is a variable
whose value, once set, can never change. Use either of the following syntaxes to
declare a constant:

typeset -r[data type] variable_name=value

readonly [data type] variable_name=value

If you do not specify a data type, the string data type is implied. When declaring a
constant, notice that you must specify an initial value for it. Once you declare a con-
stant, the KornShell will issue an error if you try to assign a new value to it. 

Executing This Script

$ decl_con.ksh
legs_per_dog = 4
greeting = Ohio
decl_con.ksh: line 14: greeting: is read only

USAGE="usage:decl_con.ksh"  # how to declare constants

# Declare legs_per_dog as an integer constant.
 readonly integer legs_per_dog=4
 print "legs_per_dog = $legs_per_dog"
# legs_per_dog=6            # illegal to reassign its value

# Declare greeting as a constant; since no data type is specified,
# the KornShell assumes that greeting is a string constant
 readonly greeting="Ohio"
 print "greeting = $greeting"

# It is illegal to reassign the value of a constant, but let’s try it
# anyway just to see what happens.
 greeting="Kohneecheewa"       
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Declaring nameref Variables

A nameref variable is a synonym for another variable. The nameref variable will
always have the same value as its partner. If either variable becomes unset, the part-
ner also becomes unset. C++ programmers may recognize the similarity between
KornShell nameref variables and C++ reference variables. Nameref variables are
very useful in function calling, which is described Chapter 10. 

To create a nameref variable, use either of the following synonymous syntaxes: 

nameref nameref_variable=regular_variable 

typeset -n nameref_variable=regular_variable

Any variable can have multiple nameref variables attached to it. 

Executing This Script 

$ decl_nameref.ksh
sister = 82
brother = 82
brother = 93
sister = 104
brother = 

If you somehow forgot who brother was attached to, you could type:

print ${!brother}   # output: sister

However, typing print ${!sister} will simply return sister. 

USAGE="usage: decl_nameref.ksh"    # how to declare nameref’s

integer sister=82           # declare a regular integer variable
nameref brother=sister      # make brother a nameref for sister
# The fortunes of brother and sister are now tied together
print "sister = $sister"
print "brother = $brother"  # brother has the same value as sister

# Changing the value of sister will also change the value of brother.
sister=93
print "brother = $brother"

# Changing the value of brother will also change the value of sister.
brother=104
print "sister = $sister"

# Deleting (unsetting) either variable will also unset its partner.
unset sister
print "brother = $brother"     
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Declaring Arrays

You can create a one-dimensional array of strings, integers, or floats. Unlike most
languages, you do not explicitly declare arrays. Rather, when you use array syntax
to assign a value to a variable, that variable automatically becomes an array. 

By default, all arrays are arrays of strings. To create an array of integers, you
must declare an integer variable and then use array syntax to assign a value to that
integer variable. Similarly, you create an array of floats by declaring a float variable
and then assigning a value to it. 

In most languages, when declaring an array, you must specify the number of ele-
ments it contains. By contrast, you never specify the number of elements in a Korn-
Shell array. The KornShell allows you to add elements until the system-defined
capacity is reached. In KornShell 93, this capacity is guaranteed to be at least 4,096
elements. Obviously, you do not have to use up the entire capacity of each array.

Like the C programming language, KornShell arrays begin at subscript number
0, not subscript number 1. Therefore, in most KornShells, array subscripts range
from 0 to 4095. 

Executing This Script

$ decl_array.ksh
Enter the score on the final exam: 96

USAGE="usage: decl_array.ksh" # declaring arrays and filling them 

# Create an array of strings and assign some values to it. 
 animal[0]="dog"        # the KornShell creates an array named animal
                        # and puts the string value "dog" in cell #0 
 animal[1]="horse"      # put "horse" into cell #1
 animal[2]="pigeon"     # put "pigeon" into cell #2
# You don’t have to assign values to all cells in the array.
# You can skip cells 3, 4, and 5, and then assign a value to 6. 
 animal[6]="monkey"     # put "monkey" into cell #6
# Cells 3, 4, and 5 of animal are unset.  Come to think of it, cells
# 7 through 4,095 are also unset.

# Create an array of integers and assign some values to it.
 integer test_scores     # test_scores is now an integer
 test_scores[0]=100      # test_scores just became an array of integers
 test_scores[1]=95       # put 95 into cell #1
 test_scores[2]=97       # put 97 into cell #2
 print -n "Enter the score on the final exam: "
 read test_scores[3]     # assign value of cell #3 at runtime
# test_scores[4]="pigeon" # illegal because "pigeon" is not an integer  
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Declaring Arrays with set -A

An alternate way to declare an array is to use the set -A statement. The advantage
of declaring an array this way is that you get to declare and initialize the elements of
an array in one statement. The KornShell assigns the elements in order, starting with
subscript 0.

When you use set -A, the resulting array is always an array of strings. You can-
not declare an array of integers or floats with set -A.  

Executing This Script

$ decl_array_with_set.ksh

This script is the strong silent type. For more interesting examples, we need to
learn how to output the values of arrays. 

USAGE="usage: decl_array_with_set.ksh" # initializing arrays with set -A

# The following line creates an array of strings named 
# flowers and assigns values to the array’s first three elements.
 set -A flowers gardenia "bird of paradise" hibiscus

# The preceding statement is equivalent to the following three 
# statements:
#    flowers[0]="gardenia"
#    flowers[1]="bird of paradise"
#    flowers[2]="hibiscus"     
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Printing Array Values

The following script illustrates how to print the contents of an entire array or just
one cell of an array. It also demonstrates the -A option to the read statement, which
gathers an entire array. 

Executing This Script

$ pr_ary.ksh
Cell #0 contains gardenia
Cell #1 contains bird of paradise
Cell #2 contains hibiscus

The entire array contains gardenia bird of paradise hibiscus rose
The entire array contains gardenia bird of paradise hibiscus rose

Enter your favorite vegetables: celery carrots peppers
The vegetable array contains -- celery carrots peppers

Notice how hard it is to tell from the output that "bird of paradise" is a single
entry. Later in the book, we’ll see how to place separators (such as commas or semi-
colons) between the output elements. 

USAGE="usage: print_array.ksh"  # printing array values

# Create an array of strings and assign four values to it:
 set -A flowers gardenia "bird of paradise" hibiscus rose

# Print individual cells of the array:
 print "Cell #0 contains ${flowers[0]}"
 print "Cell #1 contains ${flowers[1]}"
 cell_number=2
 print "Cell #$cell_number contains ${flowers[$cell_number]}"
 print       # blank line

# Print all the elements of an array like this:
 print "The entire array contains -- ${flowers[*]}"
# or like this:
 print "The entire array contains -- ${flowers[@]}"
# See Chapter 9 for the distinction between these two ways of printing
# all the elements of an array.

# Let the user provide values for an array:
 print   # blank line
 print -n "Enter your favorite vegetables: "
 read -A vegetable
 print "The vegetable array contains -- ${vegetable[*]}"       
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BEWARE: Common Array Mistakes

The pair of braces {} confuses a lot of array users. Don't use the braces when
the name of the array appears on the left side of the assignment operator (=); for
example:

array[2]="tulip"      # right
${array[2]}="tulip"   # wrong

However, you must use the braces when the name of the array appears on the
right side of the assignment operator; for example:

flower=${array[2]}    # right
flower=array[2]       # wrong

Putting the two sides together, the following statement assigns one element of
an array to another:

array[3]=${array[2]}  # right

In general, you should use the braces when printing an array element. For
example, suppose you assign the value "tulip" to array[2]. Here are the right
and wrong ways to print that value:

 array[2]="tulip"     # assign a value to array[2]
 print "${array[2]}"  # right; the KornShell will print "tulip"
# print "array[2]"    # wrong
# print "$array[2]"   # wrong

By the way, the expression $array means the value of the first element of
array. In other words, $array is a synonym for ${array[0]}. So, consider the
following sequence:

# Create an array named fruit and assign three values to it
set -A fruit grapes bananas pears
fruit="carambola"  # assign "carambola" to fruit[0]

The three elements of fruit are now carambola, bananas, and pears. 
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Declaring Associative Arrays

So far, all the arrays we’ve seen have had numerical subscripts, such as
my_array[0], my_array[1], and so on. The KornShell also supports a special kind of
array known as an associative array in which the subscripts are strings rather than
integers. For example, an associative array could have element names such as
my_array["howdy"] and my_array["doody"]. 

To declare an associative array, use the following syntax: 

typeset -A associative_array_name

You can supply additional arguments to typeset to describe the data type of the val-
ues that the associative array will hold; for example, the following statement declares
an associative array named vectors that will hold integer values only:

typeset -Ai vectors

The following synonymous syntaxes return a list of subscripts in the associative
array:

${!name[*]}  or  ${!name[@]}

Associative arrays are a nice way to store glossaries. 

Executing This Script

$ decl_associative_array.ksh
Here are the lakes for which there is data:
Walden Michigan Erie Okeechobee
Enter the name of a lake: Erie
The value in this lake is 6.8

Notice that the script assigns subscripts in one order (Walden, Erie, Okeechobee,
Michigan), but the print statement outputs the subscripts in a different order
(Walden, Michigan, Erie, Okeechobee). 

USAGE="usage: decl_associative_arrays.ksh"  # associative arrays

# Declare lakes as an associative array that will hold float values.
typeset -AE lakes
# Assign values to four elements of lakes.
lakes["Walden"]=5.7  
lakes["Erie"]=6.8
lakes["Okeechobee"]=7.4
lakes["Michigan"]=6.6

print "Here are the lakes for which there is data:"
print "${!lakes[*]}"   # list the names of all subscripts
print -n "Enter the name of a lake: "
read chosen
print "The value in this lake is ${lakes[$chosen]}"    
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Probing Arrays

The KornShell provides several interesting ways to probe arrays. For example, the
following two synonymous syntaxes return the number of values assigned to
array_name: 

${#array_name[*]} or ${#array_name[@]

Because sometimes there are gaps in arrays (for instance, there are values for sub-
scripts 4 and 6, but not for subscript 5), the number of values assigned to array_name
is not necessarily the highest subscript used in the array.

To get a list of the subscripts for which there are array values, use the syntax:

${!array_name[*]}  or  ${!array_name[@]} 

To get values for a section of an array, use either of the following syntaxes: 

${array_name[*]:starting_subscript:number_of_elements} or

${array_name[@]:starting_subscript}  

For example, given an array named ar, the statement ${ar[*]:70:10} starts at ele-
ment ar[70] and gets the next ten values stored in the array. If there are no gaps in
ar, the preceding statement would return the values of elements ar[70] through
ar[79]. If there are some gaps, the preceding statement continues forward through
ar until it has gathered 10 elements or until the array ends.    

Executing This Script

$ array_probing.ksh 
This student took the following 4 tests:
1 3 6 8
The scores for the second half of the course are: 
92 75

USAGE="usage: array_probing.ksh"   # cute array tricks

# A teacher put test scores in "grade", but half of the eight scores 
# are missing.
 grade[1]=95;  grade[3]=97;  grade[6]=92;  grade[8]=75

 num_of_tests_recorded=${#grade[*]}
 which_tests_are_recorded=${!grade[*]}
 test_scores_for_last_half_of_course=${grade[*]:5:4}

 print "This student took the following $num_of_tests_recorded tests:"
 print "$which_tests_are_recorded"
 print "The scores for the second half of the course are: "
 print "$test_scores_for_last_half_of_course"    
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Declaring Structures Part I

In various computer languages, a structure or record is a data type that holds a col-
lection of related values, each of which could have a different data type. For exam-
ple, a student structure might hold a student’s name (which is a string), ID number
(an integer), and grade point average (a float). Structures provide a nice way to
organize this related data. 

The KornShell does not actually provide a classic structure data type; however,
using a few tricks, it is easy to simulate a structure. The trick is to create a bunch of
variable names, each having a common prefix followed by a dot, and then ending
with a different suffix.    

The following syntax will return a list of all variable names beginning with
string:

${!string*}   

Executing This Script

$ decl_structure.ksh 
Enter student’s name: Fenster Macher
Enter student’s ID number: 1470
Enter student’s grade point average: 3.25
Fenster Macher has a grade point average of 3.25 
The fields of student are: student.gpa student.name student.id    

USAGE="usage: decl_structures.ksh"  # how to simulate a structure

# Create a pseudo-structure named student containing three fields.  
 student=    # required in order to use student as a pseudo-structure
 typeset student.name   # field "name" will hold a string
 integer student.id     # field "id" will hold an integer
 float   student.gpa    # field "gpa" will hold a float

# Enter values for the fields.
 print -n "Enter student’s name: "
 read student.name
 print -n "Enter student’s ID number: "
 read student.id
 print -n "Enter student’s grade point average: "
 read student.gpa

# Print fields of a structure as you would print any variable.
 print "${student.name} has a grade point average of ${student.gpa}"

# Get a recap on this data type.
 fields=${!student.*}
 print "The fields of student are: $fields"      
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Declaring Structures Part II 

The KornShell supports a programming construct called a compound variable, which
is akin to a structure. The syntax of a compound variable is:

compound_variable_name=(
   [datatype] field1_name[=initial_value]
   ...
   [datatype] fieldN_name[=initial_value]
)

Use the syntax ${compound_variable_name.field_name} to get the value of the specified
field. 

Executing This Script

$ decl_compound_variable.ksh
Enter student’s name: Kerry
Enter student’s ID number: 1380
Enter student’s grade point average: 3.7
(
         typeset -i id=1380
         name=Kerry
         typeset -E gpa=3.72
)

A field in a compound variable can itself be a compound variable. Thus, phrases
such as ${owner.name.first} are legal.   

USAGE="usage: decl_compound_variable.ksh"  # how to simulate a structure

# Create a student structure
student=(              # structure is named student
   typeset name   # field name will hold a string
   integer id     # field "id" will hold an integer
   float   gpa    # field "gpa" will hold a float
)

# Enter values for the fields
print -n "Enter student’s name: "
read student.name
print -n "Enter student’s ID number: "
read student.id
print -n "Enter student’s grade point average: "
read student.gpa

# Get a recap on this data type
print "$student"    
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Arrays of Structures

It is possible to create an array of pseudo-structures (described on page 40) or an
array of compound variables (described on page 41). Such arrays could hold infor-
mation not just on a single student but on an entire university. The following exam-
ple is a bit of a plodder; to use such arrays efficiently, you would need one of the
looping constructs described in Chapter 7.    

Executing This Script

$ decl_array_of_structures.ksh
Enter a student’s name: Rachel
Enter student’s ID number: 1380
Enter student’s average: 3.61

Enter a student’s name: Danny
Enter student’s ID number: 1552
Enter student’s average: 3.48

Rachel has an average of 3.61
Danny has an average of 3.48

USAGE="usage: decl_structures.ksh"  # how to simulate a structure

# Create a student structure
 student=               # structure is named student
 typeset student.name   # field name will hold a string
 integer student.id     # field "id" will hold an integer
 float   student.gpa    # field "gpa" will hold a float

# Enter values for the first student.
 print -n "Enter a student’s name: "; read student.name[0]
 print -n "Enter student’s ID number: "; read student.id[0]
 print -n "Enter student’s average: "; read student.gpa[0]
 print

# Enter values for the second student.
 print -n "Enter a student’s name: "; read student.name[1]
 print -n "Enter student’s ID number: "; read student.id[1]
 print -n "Enter student’s average: "; read student.gpa[1]
 print

# Print some values for both students.
 print "\n${student.name[0]} has an average of ${student.gpa[0]}"
 print "${student.name[1]} has an average of ${student.gpa[1]}"   


